Phylogenetic analysis is used in all branches of biology with applications ranging from studies on the origin of human populations to investigations of the transmission patterns of HIV. However, inferring evolutionary trees is not a trivial task. Most analyses rely on effective heuristics for obtaining accurate trees. However, relatively little work has been done to analyze quantitatively the behavior of phylogenetic heuristics in tree space. A better understanding of local search behavior can facilitate the design of better heuristics, which ultimately lead to more accurate depictions of the true evolutionary relationships.
Introduction
Phylogenetics is concerned with inferring the genealogical relationships between a group of organisms (or taxa). These evolutionary relationships are typically depicted in a binary tree, where leaves represent the organisms of interest and edges represent the evolutionary relationships. Phylogenetic trees have been used successfully in designing more effective drugs, tracing the transmission of deadly viruses, and guiding conservation and biodiversity efforts [2] , [10] , [18] . However, inferring evolutionary trees is not a trivial task. Since it is impossible to know the true evolutionary history for a set of organisms, the problem is often reformulated as an NP-hard optimization problem. Here, trees are given a score, where trees with better scores are believed to better approximations of the truth. Given the exponential number of potential hypotheses (or trees) for a set of taxa, an exhaustive exploration of the tree space is not possible. Instead, phylogenetic inference relies on effective heuristics for obtaining good-scoring trees. However, relatively little work has been done to analyze quantitatively the behavior of phylogenetic heuristics in tree space. A better understanding of search behavior can drive the design of better heuristics that ultimately lead to more accurate reconstructions of phylogenetic trees.
The long-term objective of our work is to design high-performance phylogenetic heuristics to reconstruct large-scale phylogenies such as The Tree of Life, the evolutionary history of all known organisms. In this paper, we exploit the data mining and information visualization opportunities that exist among the large collection of trees found by a phylogenetic heuristic.
For example, such a collection of trees could consist of:
• best-scoring trees found during a search; or
• all of the trees visited by a phylogenetic heuristic.
Traditional analysis techniques for phylogenetic heuristics solely focus on the set of bestscoring trees found in either a maximum parsimony or maximum likelihood analysis. However, such trees represent a very small fraction of the set of trees explored during a phylogenetic search. The novelty of our work is the emphasis on analyzing the entire set of trees examined by a phylogenetic heuristic (i.e., its search history), which can easily contain hundreds of thousand of trees. For us, all trees explored by a phylogenetic search are important-not only the equally most parsimonious ones. Without fully investigating where a heuristic has been (i.e., its behavior) in tree space, the search process itself is like a "black box" to the user.
In this paper, we study the behavior of a simple phylogenetic heuristic, which we call Simple Local Search (SLS), for solving the maximum parsimony (MP) problem. Under MP, the tree that explains the data with the fewest evolutionary events (i.e., mutations) is the one that is preferred. For most dataset sizes of interest (> 20 taxa), heuristics must be used since MP is a NP-hard problem. Our SLS heuristic is a hill-climbing (or local search) heuristic that greedily selects trees based on their MP score until a local optimum is reached.
Since we implemented SLS, we can collect a variety of data regarding the choices that the SLS heuristic makes during a search. Commercial phylogenetic software such as PAUP* [17] does not give us this type of control.
Our experiments with open-source phylogenetic software such as Phylip [5] show that it performs poorly in comparison to PAUP*. Our SLS algorithm, however, performs comparably to PAUP* and provides us with the data collecting capability we need to study quantitatively the behavior of local search heuristics. Moreover, for moderately-sized datasets (> 250 taxa), local search algorithms play an important role in the success of more powerful approaches such as Parsimony Ratchet [12] , Recursive-Iterative DCM3 [13] , and TNT [7] . So, understanding the behavior of local search heuristics such as SLS has a tremendous impact in providing a foundation for understanding (and appreciating) how these more powerful approaches operate.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first experimental study to address collectively the following questions related to the local search behavior of a phylogenetic heuristic.
1. How are MP scores distributed in a neighborhood during the progression of a search? 2. How different are the tree topologies during the progression of a search?
3. Is the performance of a local search impacted if some of the neighbors are selected randomly?
Local search heuristics move through tree space by selecting a single solution from a set of neighboring trees. Since most local search heuristics operate in a greedy fashion, each new tree selected on the path to the local optimum is better than the previous tree. However, what happens to the neighborhoods of these selected trees? Are they improving as well? Moreover, what is happening to the neighboring trees in terms of their topological distances between each other? Finally, how critical is it for a local search that a neighbor be greedily selected.
If a worse scoring neighbor is selected, would that be detrimental to the performance of the phylogenetic search? Generally, selecting a "good" neighbor is a time consuming process in a phylogenetic search-especially as larger neighborhoods must be explored for larger datasets. If a search isn't sensitive to how a neighbor is selected, then ideally search time can be saved, which translates into being able to analyze much larger datasets. It would also provide evidence why search strategies such as parsimony ratchet [12] , which takes backwards moves by reweighting characters, has been a highly successful search strategy.
Our contributions
Our study is based on local search heuristics for maximum parsimony on three biological datasets of 44, 60, and 174 taxa. Several interesting and striking facts are uncovered from our study. Our first observation is that as a search climbs the hill to the local optima, the trees in the neighborhood surrounding the current solution improve as well. In fact, there is minimal overlap between the trees that are explored during a search. Hence, one can think of a neighborhood as a population of solutions surrounding the current solution and the population improves as the search moves forward. Similar observations are found concerning the topological distances between trees. In other words, trees that are further apart (closer together) in score are further (closer) topologically as measured by their Robinson-Foulds distance. Since the neighborhoods of trees is improving along with the current solution, a small number of random neighbor selections does not impact significantly the performance of a search. In fact, with this strategy, our SLS heuristic established a new best-score on our 60 taxa biological dataset. Lastly, our analysis of search behavior is based on analyzing thousands of trees. Thus, our work shows how traditional visualization techniques can be used to gain essential insights from such a large collection of trees, in which very few of them are the most parsimonious trees found.
Related Work
Several researchers have explored the question of analyzing a collection of trees. However, we note that the research presented in this paper differs in three fundamental ways: (i) we are looking at extremely large collections of trees, (ii) we do not limit our tree collections to the most parsimonious trees; and (iii) the motivation for our work is on understanding search behavior in order to design better heuristics.
Maddison [9] explored another means of partitioning a collection of trees, based upon the lengths of trees and the number of branch rearrangements by which trees differ. He defines an island as a collection of trees less than or equal to a specified length that are topologically similar to one another. An island is a collection of interconnected short (parsimonious) trees that is separated from other islands by longer trees. Two trees are considered connected if they differ by a single rearrangement of branches.
Stockham, Wang, and Warnow [15] present an alternative approach by using clustering algorithms on the set of candidate trees. They propose bicriterion problems, in particular using the concept of information loss, and new consensus trees called characteristic trees that minimize the information loss. Hillis, Heath, and St. John [8] explore the use of multidimensional scaling (MDS) of tree-to-tree pairwise distances to visualize the relationships among sets of phylogenetic trees. They found their technique to be useful for exploring "tree islands" (sets of topologically related trees among larger sets of near-optimal trees), for comparing sets of trees obtained from bootstrapping and Bayesian sampling, for comparing trees obtained from the analysis of several different genes, and for comparing multiple Bayesian analysis.
Simple Local Search (SLS)
Our Simple Local Search (SLS) heuristic operates by successively exploring the neighborhood of a current solution and moving to one of its neighbors. First, SLS creates a random sequence addition (RSA) to create the initial starting tree. To construct a RSA tree, we randomize the ordering of the sequences in the dataset. Afterwards, the first three taxa are used to create an unrooted binary tree, T . The fourth taxon is added to the internal edge of T that results in the best MP score. This process continues until all taxa have been added to the tree. Starting trees can also be based on neighbor-joining (NJ) [14] or by generating a starting tree randomly.
Tree rearrangement operators
Once we have a tree T , we improve it by rearranging its edges in a way that improves its maximum parsimony score. There are three main types of rearrangement operations, which defines the neighborhood of T , used in phylogenetic search heuristics.
NNI
The nearest-neighbor interchange (NNI) operation swaps two adjacent branches on the tree.
In other words, it erases an interior edge on the tree, and the two branches connected to it at each end (so that a total of five branches are erased). Afterwards, four subtrees are disconnected from each other. Four subtrees can be hooked together into a tree in three possible ways, where one of the trees is the original one (see Figure 1 ). For a tree T with n taxa, 2(n − 3) neighbors can be examined for each tree [1] . Local searches based strictly on NNI operations perform poorly in comparison to their SPR and TBR counterparts.
SPR
A subtree pruning and regrafting (SPR) move consists of removing an edge from the tree with a subtree attached to it. The subtree is then reinserted into the remaining tree in all possible places, each of which inserts a node into a branch of the remaining tree (see Figure 2 ). Since there are n exterior edges and n − 3 interior edges on an unrooted binary tree, the total number of solutions in the neighborhood is 2(n − 3)(2n − 7) [1] .
TBR
In a tree-bisection and reconnection (TBR) move, an interior branch is broken, and the two resulting fragments of the tree are considered as separate trees. All possible connections are made between a branch of one and a branch of the other (see Figure 3 ). For TBR, there is no general formula for the exact number of neighbors since such a value depends on the shape of the underlying tree. However, it is estimated that there is at most (2n − 3)(n − 3) 
Neighbor selection
With a mechanism for generating a neighborhood, we must decide which neighboring tree T should be selected. SLS uses a first improvement algorithm to select a neighbor. If score(T ) < score(T ), then T is accepted to replace the current tree T . The search continues until there is no neighbor T with a better score than the current tree, T . If no better neighbor can be found, a local optimum has been reached and SLS terminates. SLS could also operate extremely greedily by selecting the best tree from a neighborhood. Our experiments use SLS with a first-improvement strategy since it performs better than a best-improvement.
Definition: Phylogenetic Search History
The search history of a phylogenetic heuristic is the set of neighbors selected along the search path to a local optimum (see Figure 4) . Formally, the sequence of trees encountered along the search path is defined as P = (t 1 , . . . , t m ).
(1)
For a path P , the search examines tree t i before tree t j , where 0 ≤ i < j ≤ m. There are m trees on the search path, where t 1 represents the initial (or starting) tree, and t m is the final tree (e.g., local optimum). Consider a neighborhood relation N β (t) which generates the neighboring trees of t using rearrangement scheme β, where β ∈ {NNI, SPR, TBR}.
For example, N T BR (t) produces all of the TBR neighbors of tree t. To capture all of the β neighbors along a search path P , then
N β (P ) is a mapping between a search path, P , and a list of neighboring tree sets, such that N β (t) is the i th tree set inN β (P ) and t i is the i th tree in P .
Each run i of the heuristic results in a search path, P i . The complete set of trees are
where k is the total number of runs. In our experiments, the number of runs,k, is 5.
For the search path P i of run i, we are interested in the following trees,
The φ operator selects the trees of interest along the search path P i . That is, we are interested in the initial tree (t 0% ), the tree that represents the 20% completion point of the search (t 20% ), Figure 4 : A depiction of the trees (t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t m ) visited by the SLS algorithm on its way to reaching a final tree (e.g., local optimum). t 1 represents the starting tree and t m is final tree (local optimum) found. Here, each tree t i along the search path is the neighbor selected from tree t i−1 's neighborhood.
Experimental Methodology

Datasets
We used the following biological datasets as input to study the behavior of our SLS heuristic. 
Starting trees
All methods were provided with the same set of starting trees to begin their search for the most parsimonious trees. Both SLS and PAUP* can be provided with user trees. However, Phylip doesn't have this capability. So, we created the random sequence addition starting trees in Phylip. We modified Phylip so that it would output the starting tree that it generated. Afterwards, we fed those trees to PAUP and SLS.
Comparing tree topologies
In our experiments, we compare trees found by our SLS algorithm to the best-known trees for the data under consideration. We use the Robinson-Foulds (RF) distance to measure the topological distance between trees. The RF distance between two trees is the number of bipartitions that differ between them. It is useful to represent evolutionary trees in terms of bipartitions. Removing an edge e from a tree separates the leaves on one side from the leaves on the other. The division of the leaves into two subsets is the bipartition B i associated with edge e i . Let Σ(T ) be the set of bipartitions defined by all edges in tree T . The RF distance between trees T 1 and T 2 is defined as
Our figures plot the RF rate, which is obtained by normalizing the RF distance by the number of internal edges and multiplying by 100. (Assuming n is the number of taxa, there are n − 3 internal edges in a binary tree). Thus, the RF rate varies between 0% and 100%.
Implementation and platform
Our SLS algorithm is implemented in C++. Our implementation took advantage of the libcov [3] phylogenetic software package to handle reading data matrices. However, we wrote our own branch-swapping routines as well as developed an algorithm for calculating the MP score more efficiently. We used the Hash-RF algorithm to compute the RF distances between trees [16] . Each heuristic was run five times on each of the biological datasets. All experiments were run on an Intel Pentium D platform with 3.0GHz dual-core processors and a total of 2GB of memory.
Results
Performance of our SLS implementation
We implemented the Simple Local Search (SLS) algorithm as a result of our interest in collecting a variety of data regarding the choices that SLS makes during the search. In order to test the effectiveness of our implementation, we compared its runtime performance to local search heuristics implemented in PAUP* [17] and Phylip [5] on the three biological datasets described in Section 4.1. Phylip is a freely available open-source packages that can be used to infer MP trees. PAUP* is a very popular package for phylogenetic analysis. It is commercially-available for a modest fee. Below, we show the main settings of the search parameters used in this study.
• PAUP: We ran a fast heuristic search in PAUP in which we save only one tree.
The starting tree was provided to PAUP manually (it's a random sequence addition tree from Phylip) and PAUP was run with three different branch swapping algorithms. Hence, PAUP(β) reflects a PAUP* local search using a β neighborhood, where β ∈ {NNI, SPR, TBR}. We use the PAUP*4.0b10 commands for the PAUP(TBR) heuristic.
set criterion=parsimony increase=no maxtrees=1; condense collapse=no; hsearch start=current multrees=no swap=tbr;
The commands for PAUP(NNI) and PAUP(SPR) heuristics are defined similarly.
• Phylip: We use the following Phylip ver 3.65 commands.
Search for best trees? Yes
Search option? More thorough search
Number of trees to save? 1
Randomize input order of sequences? Yes
We varied the number of trees to save from 10 0 to 10 4 , but there was no impact on performance for the datasets used in this study.
• SLS: There are no search parameters that are given to our SLS implementation. The current tree t i on the search path simply selects the first improving neighbor in its neighborhood. Similarly to PAUP, SLS(β) reflects a SLS run using a β neighborhood, where β ∈ {NNI, SPR, TBR}. Figure 5 shows that our SLS implementation performs comparably to PAUP* in terms of finding similar scoring MP trees. Our algorithm does require more time to find good-scoring trees. Given that our objective is understanding the behavior of search algorithms such as SLS, the actual runtime of a local search heuristic is not of primary concern here. We also note that both PAUP* and SLS established the best score for Dataset #1. SLS established the best scores for the remaining two datasets. We note that Phylip is not very competitive when compared to either PAUP* or SLS.
Finally,we note that analyses based on our biological datasets have been published, we don't use such trees as the basis of our best-scoring trees as the analysis done are not quite comparable. For example on Dataset #1, the published tree is inferred using a Bayesian analysis. The MP score of this published tree is 43,128, which is 43 steps higher than the best-scoring trees found by SLS and PAUP*.
Properties of TBR neighborhoods
Given that TBR is the most popular neighborhood used in a phylogenetic search, we exclusively consider the behavior of the SLS (TBR) heuristic in the remainder of the paper.
However, the trends found from analyzing SLS(TBR) apply to SLS(NNI) and SLS(SPR) as well. Figure 6 shows all of the MP scores in N T BR (t p% ), which is the set of trees in the TBR neighborhood of tree t p% . Here, t p% represents the tree that represents the p% completion of the search. For example, t 0 % is the initial tree and t 20 % is the tree that represents the 20% The plots clearly show that the entire distribution of of MP scores in a TBR neighborhood improve as the search progresses toward the local optimum. Once the search reaches 100% search progress (i.e., a local optimum is reached), the plots show that the TBR neighborhood in terms of MP scores has improved dramatically over the TBR neighborhood of the starting trees. Thus, although the SLS heuristic is designed to improve each tree t i selected on the search path P , Figure 6 clearly shows that the entire neighborhood is improving as well. So, not only is the best getting better, but the worse scoring trees in a neighborhood are getting better as well. path P , and the best-known tree for a dataset. The plot clearly demonstrates that as the search progress by improving upon the current scores found, the neighboring trees also get topologically closer to the best-known trees. Trees that are in the neighborhood of the local optima have the smallest RF distances to the best-known trees. Hence, our set of heat maps clearly show that there is a strong correlation between MP scores and their RF distance from the best trees.
Random neighbor selection
The previous figures demonstrated that as SLS improves upon the tree t i , its neighbors improve as well. Significant time during a phylogenetic search is spent generating and scoring neighbors in order to make a good decision regarding selecting the "best" neighbor. We were curious as to how sensitive the search is regarding selecting a neighbor. If the search isn't that sensitive in terms of its overall performance, then time can be saved, which translates into being able to perform larger phylogenetic analyses. Figure 9 shows the performance of the SLS algorithm when a random neighbor is selected r% of the time. Here, r = 0% represents our standard first improvement algorithm, each tree on the search path is based on the first neighbor that improves upon the current score.
For r ≥ 1, there is an r% chance that the next tree (t i+1 ) on the search path is selected randomly from N β (t i ). (In case a local optimum is not reached, our r experiments used a search path limit of 1,000 trees so that the search would terminate. However, all of our experiments terminated on a local optimum.
In Figure 9 (a), the SLS runs with 1 ≤ r ≤ 5%, result in median values that are similar to SLS runs with no randomly selected neighbors (r = 0%). As r approaches 10%, the search cannot recover as the scores it finds are much further away from the best score.
Similar trends occur in Datasets #2 and #3. Figure 10 provides a closer look at the random neighbor selection experiments for 0 ≤ r ≤ 5. Our experiments show that r constrained to this range allows the search to make significant progress toward the best-scoring trees through tree space. We note that the best score for Dataset #2 was established by SLS with r = 5%.
Finally, Figure 11 takes a look at the increased (or decreased) time that is required by our SLS heuristic when random neighbors are selected. When r ≤ 5, random neighbor selection has a negative impact on performance in terms of running time. More specifically, the search needs more time to recover from the random selection. At around r = 6%, the search time is significantly decreased for all datasets. Since random selection is a very inexpensive operation, the search completes very quickly. For example, our largest dataset, r = 3 requires approximately 2.5 hours. However, r = 10, results in a search that finishes in The performance of the SLS algorithm when random neighbors are selected. Our original SLS algorithm (r = 0%), always chooses the first improving neighbor for its next move on the search path. However, for r ≥ 1, there is an r% chance that the next tree (t i+1 ) on the search path is selected randomly from the TBR neighborhood of t i (i.e., N β (t i )). Each box plot represents the distribution of five runs of the SLS heuristic for each r value. Figure 9 . Here, each plot show the performance of our SLS algorithm with r varying between 0% and 5%.
Conclusions
Since it is impossible to know the true evolutionary history for a set of organisms, the problem of inferring phylogenies is often reformulated into the NP-hard maximum parsimony problem. As a result, phylogenetic heuristics are used to find good-scoring trees since it is believed that better scoring trees are better approximations of the true evolutionary relationships. Although phylogenetic search is an important component of phylogenetics, few studies attempt to quantify the behavior of a local search as it makes its way through the exponentially-sized tree space. In order to understand the behavior of local search heuristics, we implemented SLS for solving the maximum parsimony problem on moderately-sized datasets. We show that our SLS algorithm performs comparably to PAUP*, a commercially available software package for phylogenetic inference. Thus, we lose minimal (if any) accuracy in using our algorithm for analyzing the behavior of local search heuristics. Furthermore, by analyzing thousands of trees with a diverse range of MP scores, our experiments with SLS show that there is a strong correlation between MP scores and topological distance. For example, as better scoring trees have a lower RF distance to the best-known tree. Of course, since our local search heuristic is greedy, parsimony scores improve as the search progresses toward a local optima. More enlightening, however, is that neighborhood trees surrounding the current best tree improve as well. In fact, the search is quite robust to a small percentage of random neighbor selections, which provides evidence why search strategies such as parsimony ratchet [12] , which takes backwards moves by reweighting the characters in the dataset.
By analyzing the behavior of local searches, better phylogenetic heuristics can be designed. For example, by knowing that there are several good, but competing solutions within a neighborhood, a variety of different neighbor selection strategies (such as simulated annealing) are worthy of further investigation-especially in the context of investigating their behavior based on the analysis techniques presented here.
In the future, we plan to improve the performance (in terms of running time) of our SLS algorithm and make it publicly available to the systematic community. Furthermore, we plan to apply our approach to more powerful metaheuristics such as parsimony ratchet [12] and Rec-I-DCM3 [13] , which will allow us to analyze much larger datasets.
